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“Lola Levine Is Not Mean!”
By Monica Brown
J MR BRO
Lola doesn’t always fit in, but she knows what to do
when it comes to soccer. When she accidentally hurts
another player and gets banned from playing, what
will she do to help the principal change her mind?

“Million Dollar” series
By Dan Gutman
J FIC GUT (Series)
Imagine having the chance to win one million dollars
if you could just make that goal, that shot! That’s
exactly what happens in Gutman’s hilarious stories.
Find out if it’s possible in this series.

“There Are No Figure
Eights in Hockey”
By Chris Kreie
J ME KRE
Josh was great at figure skating, so he thinks hockey
will be a breeze. But there are no figure eights in
hockey. This is going to be harder than he thought!

“Sports Illustrated Kids” series
By Various Authors
J GRAPHIC SPO
Thrilling, action-packed graphic novels devoted to
sports! If you’re a fan of any sport, there’s a title
waiting here for you to jump in. These colorful easyreads are quick, so read all of them!

“Jake Maddox” series
By Jake Maddox
J MR MAD (Series)
Throughout this series, boys and girls face a challenge
that must be met with persistence and courage. The
simple format makes these great for quick reading.

“Run, Jump, Hide, Slide, Splash”
By Joe Rhatigan and Rain Newcomb
J 796 RHA
The authors explore what they believe are the “200
Best Outdoor Games Ever.” The index allows
searching by equipment and number of players.

“Izzy Barr, Running Star”
By Claudia Mills
J MR MIL #3 (Series)
Izzy is a sports star at school, but for some reason her
dad keeps missing her games. Izzy tries not to care,
but really she wants him to be there. Can she let her
dad know how much it means to her?

“Baseball: Then to WOW!”
By Sports Illustrated Kids
J 796.357 SPO
Baseball has come so far since its origin over 170
years ago. Find out how everything from uniforms to
ballpark food have changed over the years. Photo
illustrations complement the information.

“Let’s Go, Patriots!”
By Aimee Aryal
J FIC ARY
It’s game day! Join the crowd as they come from all
over New England to cheer on their favorite team.
Find out what the team does to get ready.

“Summer Olympic Sports” series
By Amicus Publishing
J non-fiction
Each installment in the series focuses on one sport in
the Olympics. They give an introduction to how the
sport is played, the history, and major athletes.
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